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The effects of residual amplitude modulation (RAM) in laser interferometers using heterodyne sensing can be
substantial and difficult to mitigate. In this work, we analyze the effects of RAM on a complex laser interferometer
used for gravitational wave detection. The RAM introduces unwanted offsets in the cavity length signals and
thereby shifts the operating point of the optical cavities from the nominal point via feedback control. This shift
causes variations in the sensing matrix, and leads to degradation in the performance of the precision noise
subtraction scheme of the multiple-degree-of-freedom control system. In addition, such detuned optical cavities
produce an optomechanical spring, which also perturbs the sensing matrix. We use our simulations to derive
requirements on RAM for the Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) detectors, and show that the RAM expected in aLIGO will
not limit its sensitivity. © 2013 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (040.0040) Detectors; (120.0120) Instrumentation, measurement, and metrology; (120.5060)
Phase modulation; (140.0140) Lasers and laser optics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The direct detection of gravitational waves (GWs) is a chal-
lenging but significant goal for fundamental physics and
astronomy in the near future. There are several laser interfero-
metric detector projects around the globe that aim to directly
detect GWs from astrophysical sources, such as Advanced
LIGO (aLIGO) [1,2], Advanced VIRGO [3], GEO-HF [4], and
KAGRA [5].
These interferometers are kilometer-scale Michelson inter-
ferometers with coupled Fabry–Perot cavities used to enhance
the sensitivity to the space-time strain induced by the GWs.
The expected strains from astrophysical events should pro-
duce displacements of order 10−19 m in these interferometers.
To measure such a small difference with a high signal-to-
noise ratio, the lengths of the optical cavities in the interfer-
ometer must be controlled by precise positioning of all the
constituent optics, ensuring that the optical response to the
GW is linear.
The interferometric length signals are derived by hetero-
dyne detection using a variant of the Pound–Drever–Hall cav-
ity locking technique [6]: the laser light is phase-modulated at
a certain frequency before being injected into the interferom-
eter. A signal is then generated by the beat between the
fields at different frequencies, such as the carrier field and
modulation sidebands. In the aLIGO interferometer, phase
modulation (PM) at two different frequencies is introduced
to robustly extract the length signals for the multiple degrees
of freedom (DoFs).
Due to imperfections (explained in later sections), the
electro-optic modulator (EOM) used to impose PM sidebands
on the optical field also introduces some residual amplitude
modulation (RAM). This RAM is at the same frequencies as
the PM and may therefore introduce spurious signals and off-
sets when the laser fields are sensed by photodetectors and
demodulated to generate error signals. This may lead to
changes in the frequency response to GWs (i.e., the calibra-
tion) and also to spurious couplings of laser noise to the
GW readout channel.
In this paper, we present a model of how RAM affects the
response of the GW interferometer and impacts its sensitivity.
In Section 2, we introduce RAM and describe its effect on the
GW detectors. In Section 3, we give an overview of our
simulation setup. Section 4 presents the results: the predicted
effect of RAM effect on aLIGO sensitivity. Simulation param-
eters and details of the sensing and control scheme used
in our calculation can be found in Appendix A and B,
respectively.
2. RAM AND ADVANCED GW DETECTORS
In this section, we first give an overview of the aLIGO optical
configuration and its sensing and control scheme. Then, we
introduce the issue of RAM and show how it may lead to
problems with sensing and control.
A. Optical Configuration and Sensing Scheme of aLIGO
Figure 1 shows the optical configuration of aLIGO. Each
arm of the interferometer is a 4-km Fabry–Perot cavity that
enhances the instrument’s response to GW signals. A power
recycling cavity (PRC) enhances the effective incident laser
power, and a signal recycling cavity (SRC) tunes the detection
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bandwidth. There are five DoFs to control: DARM, the differ-
ential motion of the two arm cavities (the GW channel);
CARM, the common motion of the arm cavities; MICH, the
difference between two short arms of the Michelson interfer-
ometer; PRCL, the PRC length, i.e., the average distance
between the power-recycling mirror (PRM) and the two input
test masses (ITMs, IX and IY in Fig. 1); SRCL, the SRC length,
i.e., the average distance between the signal recycling mirror
(SRM) to the two ITMs. The explicit definitions of these DoFs
are summarized in Table 1.
To robustly extract length signals for the five DoFs, two
sets of PM sidebands are used. Mirror motion induces PM
of the carrier and sideband laser fields, which experience dif-
ferent resonant conditions in the interferometer due to the
careful choice of modulation frequencies. Demodulated sig-
nals from photodetectors that sample fields extracted from
the interferometer produce signals that contain information
about the various DoFs.
B. Electro-Optic Modulator and RAM Source
An EOM is a device used to modulate the phase of a laser field.
An EOM consists of a Pockels cell—a crystal exhibiting a
birefringence that depends linearly on the applied electric
field—and a set of electrodes. The electrodes, attached on
the top and bottom surfaces of the crystal, apply a voltage
along one of the principal axes of the crystal. Figure 2 shows
the EOM crystal with voltage applied along the x axis, and the
laser light polarized along the x axis as an input. As the laser
light passes through the crystal, the birefringence of the crys-
tal changes due to the externally applied electric field and the
laser light is phase-shifted. The phase shift induced by the
electric field is written as Δϕ  πn3xrV∕λ, where nx, r, V , λ
are the unperturbed refractive index in the x direction, an
electro-optic coefficient, the applied voltage, and the laser
wavelength, respectively [7].
During the PM process, unwanted amplitude modulation is
also imposed due to the following effects [8–10], which are
difficult to avoid in practice: (1) Axis mismatch between
the incident polarization and the crystal orientation. When
the input beam polarization axis does not align with one of the
crystal axes and the axis of the applied electric field, the pro-
jections of the input field onto the crystal’s orthogonal axes
obtain different phase shifts. For example, in Fig. 2, when
the beam polarization is not along the x direction, the laser
field polarized in the x direction obtains a phase shift, while
the laser field polarized in the y direction obtains a different
phase shift. This leads to an effective rotation of the transmit-
ted beam’s polarization, which, upon its subsequent interac-
tion with polarizing optics, leads to AM. (2) Etalons in the
crystal. Due to the finite reflectivities of the crystal faces,
some light is circulated within the crystal. The multipass light
field experiences a frequency-dependent phase shift and
amplitude envelope due to this etalon effect.
In practice, the use of good antireflection coatings and
wedged crystal faces makes (1) the dominant contribution
to RAM.
Whatever the coupling, temperature fluctuations are usu-
ally the major driving force of RAM generation. Temperature
drifts affect the mounting orientation of the crystal through
the thermal expansion of the mounting material, and also lead
directly to expansion of the crystal and modulation of its static
birefringence. As such, a first approach to reducing RAM is
simple temperature stabilization of the crystal and enclosure.
More sophisticated techniques involve measuring the RAM
optically and actively feeding back to either the modulation
voltage [9] or the crystal temperature [11].
C. Residual Amplitude Modulation
RAM is imposed at the same frequency as that of the
intentional PM. A laser field whose phase and amplitude
are modulated at a frequency ωm can be expressed as
Fig. 1. Full interferometer optical configuration. PR, power recy-
cling mirror; PRC, power recycling cavity; SR, signal recycling mirror;
SRC, signal recycling cavity; IX, IY, input test mass at X or Y arm,
respectively; EX, EY, end test mass at X or Y arm, respectively;
BS, beam splitter; REFL, reflection port; AS, antisymetric port;
OMC, output mode cleaner; PO, pick-off port; OMC DC, DC readout
port at the OMC transmission; PM Mod1 and 2, phase modulators for
sideband 1 and 2, respectively; AMMod1 and 2, amplitude modulators
to simulate the RAM. lp, PR to BS; ls, SR to BS; lx and ly, BS to IX and
IY, respectively; Lx and Ly, x and y arm, respectively.
Table 1. Definitions of the Five Length
DoFs to Control
Definition
DARM Lx − Ly∕2
CARM Lx  Ly∕2
MICH lx − ly
PRCL lp  lx  ly∕2
SRCL ls  lx  ly∕2
Fig. 2. Electro-optic modulator. The modulation volage V is applied
along the crystal in the x axis, which is one of the crystal principal
axes. The polarized field in the x axis is phase-modulated after passing
through the crystal. The beam propagates in the z direction.
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E  Ein1 Γa sinωmt ϕ × expiω0t iΓp sin ωmt; (1)
where Ein is the amplitude of the field, ω0 denotes the angular
frequency of the carrier field, Γa and Γp are the modulation
depths of the RAM and PM, respectively, and ϕ is the relative
phase between the RAM and PM terms. In order to evaluate
the amount of the RAM relative to the PM, we define the
RAM-to-PM ratio as
η≡
Γa
Γp
: (2)
When PM is imposed at two different frequencies, the field
with RAM can be written as
E  Ein1 Γa1 sinωm1t ϕA1  Γa2 sinωm2t ϕA2
× expiω0t iΓp1 sinωm1t ϕP1
 iΓp2 sinωm2t ϕP2: (3)
where ϕA1, ϕA2, ϕP1, and ϕP1 are the arbitrary phases of the
RAM and PM terms.
Since they are at the same frequencies as the PM sidebands,
the RAM sidebands introduce unwanted signal offsets [8,12]
when interferometer signals for a given DoF are extracted
from the beat between the carrier field and a control sideband
on a photodetector. Because the interferometer optics’ posi-
tions are controlled by servoing these error signals to zero, the
offsets due to RAM can change their positions, affecting the
interferometer response and degrading its sensitivity to GWs.
3. SIMULATIONS
To evaluate the effect of RAM on the GW sensitivity, we used a
frequency-domain simulation tool, Optickle [13,14]. The
aLIGO optical configuration (shown in Fig. 1) was modeled
with parameters summarized in Appendix A.
There are three signal extraction ports in the interferom-
eter: reflection (REFL) port, antisymmetric (AS) port, and
pick-off port (POP, pick-off field from PRC). One sensor
(photodiode) at a signal extraction port is assigned for each
DoF so that the sensor has the maximum sensitivity to the
assigned DoF. Similarly, an output matrix feeds the derived
control signals to an optic position actuation path in the right
column.
The GW channel (DARM) is detected at the output mode
cleaner transmission port (OMC DC). This “DC readout” is
a homodyne detection method, which requires the introduc-
tion of a small DARM offset to bring the AS port slightly
off of a dark fringe (producing linear sensitivity to the DARM
DoF). This scheme is proposed for the GW readout due to its
better signal-to-noise ratio compared with the heterodyne
readout [15–17].
The actuation mapping on the right-hand side of Table 2 is
chosen so as to maintain the orthogonality of the DoFs as best
as possible; in practice, there is always some cross coupling
between DoFs. In the case of aLIGO, DARM is polluted most
seriously by MICH and SRCL. To mitigate this effect, feedfor-
ward is applied from these DoFs to DARM—this feature is
included in our simulation. See Appendix B for more informa-
tion about the sensing and control scheme.
The frequency dependence from force to displacement of
the suspended test masses is approximated using a transfer
function where the response is flat up to 1 Hz peak and
then drops as f −2. This is an approximation of the force-to-
displacement transfer function for the test mass stage in
the quadruple suspensions. The input and end test masses
(therefore, the Fabry–Perot arm cavities) are suspended by
the quadruple suspensions in aLIGO [18].
4. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Operating Point Offsets
The length offsets of each DoF due to RAM are shown in Fig. 3.
These were calculated by the following iterative process: first,
the error signal offset due to RAM is calculated. Then, the
operating point of each DoF is changed so that the error sig-
nals are zero for the corresponding DoF. The error signal now
has the different RAM offsets because the interferometer
response is slightly changed by the length offsets. Therefore,
a new length offset is added to make the new error signal zero.
We iterate this process until the RAM offset and the operation
point converge to below 10−12 times the laser wavelength.
RAM was applied at both modulation frequencies.
The largest effect of RAM is on the SRCL DoF, with smaller
effects seen on PRCL and MICH. We can also see that a larger
RAM level produces larger length offsets. CARM and DARM
(EX and EY in Fig. 3) are less sensitive to RAM because the
Table 2. Input–Output Chain for aLIGO
Setupa
DoF Input Output
DARM OMC DC EX − EY
CARM REFL f1 I EX EY
MICH REFL f2 Q

2
p
BS − PR SR
PRCL REFL f2 I PR
SRCL POP f2 I SR
aThe input column shows the sensors used to detect each DoF
with I (I-phase) or Q (Q-phase) demodulation phase. f1 and f2
represent the demodulation frequency. The output column
shows which optics are fed back to for control of each DoF.
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Fig. 3. Length offsets on each optic to make the length error signal
for each DoF zero, as a function of the RAM level. Larger RAM adds
more offsets on the error signals, resulting in the length offsets of
the optics.
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frequency discriminants of the corresponding error signals
are enhanced by the Fabry–Perot arm cavities. In addition,
the DARM DoF is read out using homodyne detection (i.e.,
there are no RF sidebands) and is therefore only sensitive
to RAM via the cross-coupling effects described above.
B. Effects on Optomechanical Response
The optomechanical compliance is altered when RAM is
present. Figure 4 shows the transfer function from force to
displacement of the test mass stage on the quadruple suspen-
sion (EX). The transfer functions with η  0 − 10−2 are
depicted. Optomechanical peaks appear even when RAM
is absent, η  0, because of the slight DARM offset for DC
readout (3 pm is used here). With η≳ 10−4 or more, the opto-
mechanical peaks become sharper due to the length offsets
shown in the previous subsection. These small offsets—
particularly those in SRCL—result in detuned operation of
the SRC (0.08 deg for η  10−3), which increases the effect
of the optical spring in the coupled DARM-SRCL cavity
[19]. The modification of the optomechanical response in
these complicated ways requires careful tailoring of the feed-
back controller in order to maintain the same level optimal
control. Reduction of the low-frequency gain can increase up-
conversion due to nonlinearity of the optical error signal and
reduction of the phase/gain margins around the unity gain
frequency of the loop reduce the robustness of the loop
and increase signal calibration variation, which can compro-
mise astrophysical signal detection [20,21] and parameter
estimation [22].
C. Strain Sensitivity and Loop Noise
Due to this change in optical response, the resulting strain
sensitivity is altered as shown in Fig. 5. There is no significant
difference with η ≈ 10−4, the level measured in the EOM in use
at the LIGO Livingston Observatory. Even with larger η, the
quantum noise is little affected above 10 Hz.
Note that quantum noise contributions from auxiliary DoFs
are included in Fig. 5, in addition to the quantum noise intrin-
sic to DARM. In Fig. 6, we see the breakdown of the DARM
sensitivity for the case of η  10−3. The noise intrinsic to the
DARM loop is shown in the red trace, and all other traces are
cross couplings. Below ∼12 Hz, the total noise (i.e., the black
trace in Fig. 6) is dominated by contributions from other
DoFs. This is the reason for the seeming enhancement in
DARM sensitivity with increasing RAM; the contribution from
cross coupling is indeed suppressed due to the modified re-
sponse, but the noise intrinsic to the DARM loop experiences
no such reduction. Therefore, the ideal quantum-noise-limited
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Fig. 4. Mechanical transfer function from the force to displacement
of the suspension (EX) in [m/N] (red) and the modified optomechan-
ical transfer functions with various RAM-to-PM ratios and DARM
offset for DC readout. Length offsets produce detuning of the inter-
ferometer’s coupled optical cavities.
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Fig. 5. Quantum-noise-limited DARM sensitivity with η  0, 10−4,
10−3, and 10−2. The intrinsic quantum noise of DARM and the quantum
noise contributions (i.e., the noise at each sensor propagated through
to each control signal) from auxiliary DoFs are considered. The sen-
sitivity at low frequencies is limited by the cross-coupled noise from
auxiliary DoFs (see, Fig. 6 for the breakdown of the cross couplings).
The cross-coupled noise shape was changed due to the length offsets
generated by RAM.
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Fig. 6. Loop noise picture of DARM when η  10−3. Shown here is
the DARM sensing noise (OMC_DC), as well as the cross-coupled con-
trol noise from each auxiliary DoF. The optical spring appears through
the loop noise mixing while the OMC_DC noise floor is slightly
changed by RAM. The low-frequency interferometer performance is
limited mainly by the SRCL control noise in our control loop model.
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GW sensitivity is not improved by the introduction of RAM. To
the contrary, it is diminished for higher levels of RAM, and it is
not effected appreciably by the levels considered here. In any
case, the sensitivity of aLIGO to GWs is predicted to be com-
pletely dominated by seismic noise and suspension thermal
noise at these low frequencies.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the effect of RAM on the sensitivity of
advanced laser-interferometric GW detectors using numeri-
cal, frequency-domain simulation. As our main result, we
have found that a realistic expected RAM-to-PM ratio of
10−4 (measured at aLIGO Livingston) does not pose a threat
to GW sensitivity in the case of aLIGO. However, while also
not appreciably affecting sensitivity, we have shown that RAM
levels modestly exceeding this can have pronounced effects
on the optomechanical response of the interferometer. There-
fore, care should be taken to minimize RAM so as to avoid
potential instabilities.
APPENDIX A: SIMULATION PARAMETERS
The optical parameters are chosen to model the aLIGO Living-
ston interferometer, as listed in Table 3 and found in [23,24].
The servo filters are chosen to have a unity gain frequency of
200 Hz for DARM, 50 kHz for CARM, and 20 Hz for PRCL,
15 Hz for MICH and 10 Hz for SRCL.
APPENDIX B: SENSING SCHEME
In this section, we describe in detail the sensing signals and
the control scheme used in our simulation, including a brief
description of the multiple-DoF control method.
1. Sensing and Control
Figure 7 is the radar plot representing the signals in each sen-
sor. The five DoF signals in each sensor (i.e., in each radar)
are shown as arrows. The arrow length is the signal strength in
W/m in logarithmic scale and the angles are the optimum
demodulation phases in degrees. Because the DC readout
signal (OMC DC sensor) for DARM is a DC signal and does
not have demodulation phase, it is not listed in the radar plot.
The desired signal at each sensor is obtained by demodu-
lating at the optimum demodulation phase for the targeted
DoF. Undesired signals mix into the obtained signal with a
ratio determined by the relative phase separation from the
desired signal. The sensors are chosen to, as much as possible,
separate the various length signals from one another to
maximize sensitivity to the desired DoF and minimize cross
coupling from other DoFs. The signals shown in Fig. 7 are
calculated at 20 Hz, with an input power of 25 W, and a differ-
ential arm offset of 3 pm.
Table 4 shows the conventional sensing matrix of our
model. This matrix is often used to express the signal sensi-
tivity to the different DoFs, at each detection port, at a certain
frequency [25]. The first column of a sensing matrix shows the
sensors, which is a choice of the detection port, demodulation
frequency, and demodulation phase (I- or Q-phase), and the
rows of a sensing matrix show the gains of the optical
response for each DoF. The diagonal elements of the matrix
correspond to the sensitivity of the given sensor to the DoF to
be controlled by it, and the off-diagonal elements show the
contributions from the other DoFs. One sensor is fed back
to one DoF for the control, therefore, we have five sensors
to control the five DoFs.
For example, in our model, OMC DC is chosen for the
DARM control, having the maximum sensitivity to DARM,
with some contribution from PRCL, MICH, and SRCL.
2. Signal Mixture
The fact that each sensor is sensitive to all DoFs (in other
words, the sensing matrix is not completely diagonal), leads
to difficulties with interferometer sensing and control. When
the sensor signal at a given port is fed back to its target inter-
ferometer DoF, some non-target-DoF signal is also fed back to
that DoF due to these cross couplings.
The DARM signal at the antisymmetric ports (AS and OMC
DC) cannot be cleanly separated from that of MICH because—
from the point of view of the dark port—differential arm or
Michelson motion are essentially equivalent (the gain at the
AS port is much larger for DARM than for MICH because
DARM is enhanced by the arm cavities). Therefore, there is
always a MICH signal mixing into the DARM feedback signal,
even if the displacement in the MICH DoF is suppressed to the
shot-noise level: Because the optical gain of MICH is smaller
than that of DARM, which is enhanced by the resonant arm
cavity, the shot-noise-limited sensitivity of MICH is worse than
DARM. As a consequence, the cross-coupled MICH signal
increases the effective shot noise of the DARM sensor.
As for second-order effects, the SRCL, PRCL, and CARM
signals are also mixed into DARM through the MICH mixture
path [26]. The SRCL and PRCL sensors have higher shot noise
level than that of DARM, because they are (in general) ex-
tracted at POP or REFL, both of which have higher light
power than the DARM port at the dark fringe. Also, SRCL
is almost always degenerate with the other DoFs and difficult
to extract independently because the finesse of SRC is much
lower than those of the other DoFs. Therefore, SRCL has a
relatively low signal-to-noise ratio, and the shot noise at the
SRCL sensor appears in the displacement sensitivity of DARM
by way of the MICH mixture path.
Table 3. aLIGO Parameters Used
in Our Simulationa
Arm lengths 3994.5 m
Arm cavity FWHM/FSR 84.2344 Hz∕37.526 kHz
PRC length 57.6562 m
PRC FWHM/FSR 13.190 kHz∕2.5998 MHz
SRC length 56.0082 m
SRC FWHM/FSR 179.18 kHz∕3.7526 MHz
Schnupp Asymmetry 8 cm
Short Michelson arm length 5.3428 m (average)
PRM transmissivity 0.03
SRM transmissivity 0.35
ITM transmissivity 0.14
ETM transmissivity 5 ppm
Input laser power 135 W or 25 W
Optics loss (per mirror) 30 ppm
OMC transmissivity 0.99
PM1 frequency 9.099471 MHz
PM2 frequency 45.497355 MHz
PM1 modulation index 0.1
PM2 modulation index 0.1
aFWHM, the full width at half-maximum; FSR, free spectral range.
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Figure 8 shows a simplified diagram of the control loops.
For example, shot noise is added at each sensor into its
respective loop, and coupled into the DARM error signal.
This coupling is shown as the control noises in Fig. 6 by
the following process:
V⃗errC  1 −G−1IMAOV⃗ctrl; (B1)
where V⃗ctrl is the control signal vector for the five DoFs, 1 is an
identity matrix, G is the open-loop transfer function (in the
frequency domain) of the five DoF loop including the servo
filter shapes, F, actuator matrix, A, input matrix, I, output
matrix, O, and the optical response as a matrix, M. Input
and output matrices are the matrices to change either from
the sensor basis to the DoF basis, or, from the DoF basis
to the actuator basis, respectively (i.e., the matrix form of
Table 2). Here, G, M, I, and O are 5 × 5 matrices and F and
A are 5 × 5 diagonal matrices. Note that the radiation pressure
is also summed into the quantum noises in Fig. 6.
The calibrated displacement sensitivity dL⃗ is written as
dL⃗ M−11GV⃗err: (B2)
As neither G norM is diagonal, shot noise at every sensor pol-
lutes the DARM sensitivity. The optical cross-coupling path is
shown as gray dashed line on the bottom left in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 7. Radar representation of the sensing matrix. The arrow lengths represent the signal strength [W/m], and the angles show the demodulation
phases for each signal. OMC DC sensor for DARM is not shown because it is a DC readout signal and does not have demodulation phase.
Table 4. Sensing Matrixa
Sensor Phase CARM DARM PRCL MICH SRCL
REFL I1 178° 5.10 × 109 7.16 × 107 −8.23 × 108 −1.08 × 107 2.67 × 105
OMC DC N/A 6.63 × 100 1.77 × 105 1.14 × 103 6.32 × 101 2.19 × 102
REFL I2 −2° 1.54 × 109 2.15 × 107 1.36 × 108 −3.35 × 106 −1.39 × 107
REFL Q2 −96° −2.37 × 108 −3.46 × 106 −1.15 × 107 3.97 × 107 7.85 × 105
POP I2 34° −1.18 × 105 −1.66 × 103 4.92 × 104 1.84 × 103 8.50 × 101
aDC readout offset (DARM DC offset) of 3 pm is assumed. They are optical gains [W/m] at 20 Hz. Demodulation phases are optimized for the diagonal
elements in each sensor.
Fig. 8. Diagram of the signal mixture from an auxiliary to the DARM loop. Shot noise in the CARM, PRCL, MICH, and SRCL (shown as “Aux. DoF”)
are added at each sensor, and are mixed into the DARM loop through the nondiagonal interferometer (IFO) response (lower dashed arrow). The
feedforward path in the simulation works between the DARM control signal and control signal of the auxiliary DoFs, as shown in the gray dashed
trace on upper right. “A” is the actuator for DARM or Aux.
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3. Calibration
To calibrate the DARM displacement, dLDARM [m∕

Hz
p
]
[the DARM element in Eq. (B2)], into strain sensitivity,
h1∕

Hz
p
, down to low frequencies, we have to take into
account the suspension transfer function of the test masses
(or optomechanical transfer function when optical spring
effect gives rise). Treating the GW as tidal force, we have
dLDARM  −
dL
dF
mω2hL; (B3)
where L is the arm length, ω is the angular frequency of the
signal, dL∕dF is the (opto-) mechanical transfer function.
Note that Eq. (B3) is valid where the GW length is larger than
L. In our case of L ∼ 4 km, this calibration method is valid
from DC to 75 kHz [27].
4. Feedforward
A feedforward technique is used to partially suppress the cou-
pling from the auxiliary DoF control signals into the DARM
control signal. As evidenced by the off-diagonal elements of
the sensing matrix, there are cross couplings from all the
auxiliary DoFs into the DARM. In particular the SRCL signal
cannot be extracted independently, and it creates a large
second-order coupling. In our simulation, the couplings from
SRCL to DARM, and fromMICH to DARM are subtracted from
the control signal by the feedforward path (dashed gray line in
Fig. 8) so as to subtract the undesired contributions from
SRCL and MICH above 20 Hz. The suppression ratios due
to the feedforward at 20 Hz are 0.4% for MICH and 4% SRCL
control noise. They were not degraded by the presence
of RAM.
This feedforward method was used in the first-generation
GW detector Initial LIGO and is planned to be implemented
in aLIGO, as well.
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